CheckList2011 < LHCb < TWiki
The migration will start 21 on Monday. Before Monday we have to do the following:
1.) We have to do certification test of the new release. The bkk certification database is updated to the new
system. The existing certification test is doing MC simulation we produces mdf files. We run reconstruction
on the mdf files. After the reconstruction we run merging and replication. We decided to keep separate the
different task. In the certification database we don't have real data. We can not make reconstruction test. To
make a reconstruction we asked the Oracle support to copy data from the production database to the
certification database. The other templates can be tested. Action Zoltan(to ask the oracle support, Frederico to
make the test. Ongoing
2.) We have to update the production database during on Wensday(16. Feb.). We have to make sure, we will
not accept new requests in the current system. Action Zoltan
3.) As soon as the update will finish we have the steps. We have to modify the steps. We have to add the input
and output file types. Who will add the existing steps the input output file types? Action Zoltan or technical
person?
4.) We have to migrate the current request from the current system to the new system. It can be start at 17th.
According to Alexey: The current request can be open by the new system and the technical person(lhcb_tech)
can remove the processing pass and create a new processing pass, if the requests are not accepted by technical
person. Other solution can be discussed. Action ?
5.) Friday 18: The new bkk view has to be created. We have to do more tests and I have to check during
Friday every thing is properly updated and working. The following things has to be checked:
• the new tables read write access
• the new stored procedure has to be compiled
• the new service setup has to be fixed(We are curretnly two new bkk system in the CS) Action Zoltan,
• check the new service NewBookkeepingSystem will be installed properly. Do we have to modify the
service installation script?. Action ?
• write a scrip which copy and translate the runquality content to the new schema.
6.) We have to modify the materialized view during 22 February. The current materialized view will became a
table. Action Zoltan
7.) Web page update. We are not enable to add a new step to the bkk. The menu is missing. Check the we
protal status. Action ?
8.) We have to modify also the existing data quality tools. Action Marco. A.?
During the migration the bkk will be available all the time. We will have a few second interruption.
-- ZoltanMathe - 14-Feb-2011
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